Gravitational wave searches for continuous-wave signals from neutron stars are especially challenging when the star's spin frequency is unknown a priori from electromagnetic observations and wanders stochastically under the action of internal (e.g. superfluid or magnetospheric) or external (e.g. accretion) torques. It is shown that frequency tracking by hidden Markov model (HMM) methods can be combined with existing maximum likelihood coherent matched filters like the F-statistic to surmount some of the challenges raised by spin wandering. Specifically it is found that, for an isolated, biaxial rotor whose spin frequency walks randomly, HMM tracking of the F-statistic output from coherent segments with duration T drift = 10 d over a total observation time of T obs = 1 yr can detect signals with wave strains h0 > 2 × 10 −26 at a noise level characteristic of the Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (Advanced LIGO). For a biaxial rotor with randomly walking spin in a binary orbit, whose orbital period and semi-major axis are known approximately from electromagnetic observations, HMM tracking of the Bessel-weighted F-statistic output can detect signals with h0 > 8 × 10 −26 . An efficient, recursive, HMM solver based on the Viterbi algorithm is demonstrated, which requires ∼ 10 3 CPU-hours for a typical, broadband (0.5-kHz) search for the low-mass X-ray binary Scorpius X-1, including generation of the relevant F-statistic input. In a "realistic" observational scenario, Viterbi tracking successfully detects 41 out of 50 synthetic signals without spin wandering in Stage I of the Scorpius X-1 Mock Data Challenge convened by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration down to a wave strain of h0 = 1.1×10 −25 , recovering the frequency with a root-mean-square accuracy of ≤ 4.3 × 10 −3 Hz.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous-wave gravitational radiation from isolated and accreting neutron stars is a key target of longbaseline interferometers like the Laser Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) and Virgo detector [1] . Theory predicts that the signal is quasimonochromatic. Emission occurs at simple rational multiples of the star's spin frequency f , for example f and 2f for mass quadrupole radiation from thermoelastic and magnetic mountains [2, 3] , 4f /3 for r-modes [4, 5] , and f for current quadrupole radiation from nonaxisymmetric flows in the neutron superfluid pinned to the stellar crust [6] . If the source exhibits electromagnetic pulsations, so that an ephemeris can be derived from absolute pulse numbering, i.e. f (t) is known as a function of time t, it is customary to search for a signal using coherent matched filters like the maximum likelihood F-statistic [7] . If an ephemeris is unavailable, coherent searches over multiple f (t) templates indexed by the Taylor coefficients f (k) (0) = (d k f /dt k ) t=0 become expensive computationally [8] , and semi-coherent methods are often preferred. Cross-correlation [9, 10] , StackSlide [11] , the Hough transform [12] [13] [14] , PowerFlux [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] and TwoSpect [21, 22] are all examples of semicoherent algorithms implemented by the LIGO Scientific Collaboration and applied to data from Science Runs 5 or 6.
Search methods that scan templates without guidance from a measured ephemeris are compromised if f (t) wanders randomly. Radio and X-ray timing of pulsating neutron stars reveal that spin wandering is a widespread phenomenon. In isolated objects, it manifests itself as timing noise [23] [24] [25] , exhibits a red Fourier spectrum with an auto-correlation time-scale of days to years [26, 27] , and has been attributed variously to magnetospheric changes [28] , superfluid dynamics in the stellar interior [27, [29] [30] [31] , spin microjumps [32, 33] , and fluctuations in the spin-down torque [34] [35] [36] . In accreting objects, spin wandering results from fluctuations in the magnetized accretion torque [37] [38] [39] , due to transient accretion disk formation [40, 41] or disk-magnetospheric instabilities and reconnection events [42] . Again the auto-correlation timescale is of the order of days [43] , and fluctuations in f (t) are accompanied by fluctuations in the X-ray flux [39] . Even when the ephemeris is measured electromagnetically, the gravitational-wave-emitting quadrupole may not be phase locked to the stellar crust, and wandering must still be accommodated [44] .
Hidden Markov model (HMM) methods offer one powerful strategy for detecting and tracking a wandering frequency [45] . The essential idea is to model f (t) probabilistically as a Markov chain of transitions between unobservable ("hidden") frequency states and relate the hidden states to the observed data via a detection statistic. HMM frequency tracking enjoys a long track record of success in engineering applications ranging from radar and sonar analysis [46] to mobile telephony [47, 48] . It has been refined substantially since its introduction by Streit and Barrett [49] to include information about amplitude and phase [50] and embrace simultaneous tracking of multiple targets and frequencies [51, 52] . It delivers accurate estimation, when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low but the sample size is large [45] , the situation normally confronting gravitational wave data analysis targeting continuous-wave sources.
In this paper, we implement and test a specific HMM scheme based on the classic Viterbi algorithm [45, 53] . The scheme is efficient and practical: its computational demands are modest, and it co-opts existing technology for LIGO continuous-wave searches based on the Fstatistic. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the search problem in HMM language and describe how to solve it with the Viterbi algorithm. In Section III, we apply Viterbi tracking to an isolated neutron star with f (t) walking randomly, using the Fstatistic to relate the hidden and observable states. We quantify the performance of the tracker as a function of signal strength using synthetic data. In Section IV we apply Viterbi tracking to a neutron star in a binary, again with f (t) wandering randomly, replacing the F-statistic with a Bessel-weighted variant, and quantify its performance using synthetic data. Finally, to illustrate how the tracker performs in a "realistic" scenario, we apply it to the data set prepared for Stage I of the Scorpius X-1 (Sco X-1) Mock Data Challenge in Section V [54] .
II. FREQUENCY TRACKING
HMM principles can be applied to gravitational wave frequency tracking in various ways, depending on the data format, the detection statistic, and any known constraints on the frequency evolution.
In this paper, we specialize to continuous-wave searches, where the raw data are packaged in 30-min short Fourier transforms (SFTs), during which f (t) remains localized within one Fourier bin. The SFTs are fed into a frequency-domain estimator G(f ), like the Fstatistic (isolated target) or Bessel-weighted F-statistic (binary target). It is safe to assume that f (t) remains localized within one estimator frequency bin over a short enough time interval, even when f (t) walks randomly. Let T obs be the total observation time, and let T SFT = 30 min be the length of each SFT. For any particular astrophysical source, there exists an intermediate time-scale T drift (T SFT < T drift < T obs ), over which f (t) wanders by at most one estimator bin. For timing noise in isolated pulsars, radio timing experiments imply T drift weeks [23] . For accretion noise in lowmass X-ray binaries, such as Sco X-1, one can estimate T drift ≈ 10 days theoretically [54] [55] [56] . Our general strategy is to compute G(f ) for blocks of data of length T drift then use the Viterbi algorithm to track peaks in G(f ) over the full observation interval 0 ≤ t ≤ T obs , effectively summing the estimator output semi-coherently by tracking f (t).
1 An important practical advantage of this approach is that it leverages the existing, efficient, thoroughly tested F-statistic software infrastructure within the LIGO Algorithms Library (LAL), which is used extensively by the continuous-wave data analysis community [57] .
In this section we formulate the problem as an HMM (Section II A-II C) and describe the recursive Viterbi algorithm for solving the problem (Section II D). We defer to future work the treatment of glitches, i.e. random, impulsive, spin-up events, where f (t) jumps over many estimator bins instantaneously [58, 59] .
A. HMM formulation
An HMM is a probabilistic finite state automaton defined by a hidden (unobservable) state variable q(t), which takes one of a finite set of values {q 1 , · · · , q N Q } at time t, and an observable state variable o(t), which takes one of the values {o 1 , · · · , o No }. The automaton jumps between states at discrete times {t 0 , · · · , t N T }. The jump probability from time t n to time t n+1 depends only on the hidden state q(t n ) at time t n -the Markovian assumption -and is described by the transition probability matrix
The likelihood that the system is observed in state o(t n ) at time t n is described by the emission probability matrix
The model is completed by specifying the probability that the system occupies each hidden state initially, described by the prior vector
Suppose that we observe the system transitioning through the sequence of observable states O = {o(t 0 ), · · · , o(t N T )}. In general there exist N N T +1 Q possible paths Q = {q(t 0 ), · · · , q(t N T )} through the hidden states which are consistent with the observed sequence O. For a Markov process, the probability that the hidden path Q gives rise to the observed sequence O equals
The most probable path Q * is the one that maximizes P (Q|O), i.e.,
where arg max(. . .) returns the argument that maximizes the function (. . .). The Viterbi algorithm, presented in Section II D, provides a recursive, computationally efficient route to computing Q * (O) from (1)- (5). For computational reasons, we actually evaluate log P (Q|O), whereupon (4) becomes a sum of log likelihoods.
B. Frequency drift time-scale and jump probabilities
In our first application to isolated neutron stars (Section III), the hidden state variable is one-dimensional and equals the star's spin frequency at time t, i.e. q(t) = f (t). Its allowed, discretized values correspond one-toone to the frequency bins in the output of the frequencydomain estimator G(f ) computed over an interval of length T drift , indexed by their central (say) frequencies f i , i.e. q i = f i .
2 If the total search band covers the frequency range f ,min ≤ f (t) ≤ f ,max = f ,min + B, and if the bin width of G(f ) is ∆f drift = 1/(2T drift ), then the number of hidden states is given by N Q = B/∆f drift .
Radio and X-ray timing observations demonstrate that neutron star spin wandering is a continuous stochastic process in the absence of glitches [23, 24, 39] . In what follows we approximate it by an unbiased random walk or Wiener process. Choosing T drift to satisfy t+T drift t dt ḟ (t ) < ∆f drift (6) guarantees that the transition probability matrix takes a simple tridiagonal form, with
and all other entries zero. In other words, at each time step, f (t) jumps at most one frequency bin up or down or stays in the same bin with equal probability 1/3. Studies show that the performance of a HMM tracking scheme is insensitive to the exact form of the probabilities A qj qi , as long as they capture broadly the behaviour of the underlying jump process [45] . Equation (7) can be generalized to accommodate discontinuous glitches, but doing so lies outside the scope of this paper.
3
In our second application to binary neutron stars (Sections IV and V), the hidden state variable is twodimensional: we search over not only f (t) but also the projected semimajor axis a 0 = a sin ι, where a is the semimajor axis of the orbit, and ι is the angle of inclination. In practice we divide the one-standard-deviation error bar on a 0 from electromagnetic measurements into N a0 bins, whereupon the total number of hidden states equals N Q = N a0 B/∆f drift . It is known astrophysically that a 0 does not change significantly over a typical observation (T obs ∼ 1 yr), so the transition matrix is still given by equation (7), with the subscript i indexing the frequency bin f i but not a 0 . In other words, there is no dependence on a 0 in the two-dimensional version of equation (7) . Therefore no separate subscript is needed to index a 0 .
C. Emission and prior probabilities
The observable state variable o(t) comprises the data collected during the interval t ≤ t ≤ t + T drift . Formally it is the vector [x(t 0 ), · · · , x(t N drift )], whose dimension N drift + 1 equals the interferometer sampling frequency (≈ 16 kHz) times T drift , where x(t) = h(t) + n(t) is the output of the interferometer signal channel, h(t) denotes the gravitational wave strain, and n(t) denotes the noise. The emission probability matrix is then given by
where (9) follows from (8) by the definition of the frequency domain estimator. Since we have no initial knowledge of f (t), as prior we chose uniform distribution, i.e
for all q i . The maximum entropy of uniform distribution serves us to avoid any unwarranted assumptions about the signal. In binary neutron star applications, L o(t),qi depends on a 0 as well as f ; an explicit formula is given in Section IV A. The prior is the product of a uniform prior in f and a uniform or Gaussian prior in a 0 , the latter centred on the electromagnetically measured value with a standard deviation equal to the measurement uncertainty.
] be the first k + 1 steps in the most probable path maximizing (4) for the observation sequence
. This is a special case of the Principle of Optimality [60] : if Q * (k) is optimal, then all subpaths within Q * (k) must be optimal too. In other words, given the optimal path
When applied to equation (4), the Principle of Optimality naturally defines a recursive algorithm, proposed by Viterbi [53] , to find Q * by backtracking. At every forward step k > 0 in the recursion, the Viterbi algorithm eliminates all but N Q possible state sequences. The retained sequences end in different states by construction; if more than one sequence ends in a given state, the sequence with maximum
is retained. At time t k , we save each of the N Q maximum probabilities in the vector δ(t k ) with components (11) and we save the state at t k−1 leading to each retained sequence in the vector Φ(t k ) with components
with (11) and (12) . After stepping k forward through 1 ≤ k ≤ N T , we backtrack through the Φ(t k ) vectors to find the optimal path.
In summary, therefore, the Viterbi algorithm comprises four stages.
1. Initialization:
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N Q . Note that Φ qi (t 0 ) is never used. 2. Recursion:
3. Termination:
4. Optimal path backtracking:
for 0 ≤ k ≤ N T − 1. By pruning the tree of possible paths efficiently at each step, the Viterbi algorithm reduces the number of comparisons from N
Q , which can be reduced further to (N T + 1)N Q ln N Q by binary maximization [45] .
III. ISOLATED NEUTRON STAR
We first consider an isolated neutron star, whose spin frequency wanders randomly by at most plus or minus one F-statistic frequency bin on the time-scale T drift . We take T obs = 370 d, T drift = 10 d, and ∆f drift = 5.787037 × 10 −7 Hz for the sake of illustration and with an eye to later comparison with the tests in Section IV and V motivated by binaries like Sco X-1.
A. Matched filter: F-statistic
Over time intervals that are short compared to T drift , the optimal matched filter for a biaxial rotor with no orbital motion is the maximum-likelihood F-statistic, which accounts for the rotation of the Earth and its orbit around the solar system barycentre (SSB).
The time-dependent data x(t) collected at a single detector take the form
where n(t) represents stationary, additive noise, h µ (t) are the four linearly independent signal components
a(t) and b(t) are the antenna-pattern functions defined by Equations (12) and (13) in Ref. [7] , A µ is the amplitude associated with h µ , and Φ(t) is the signal phase at the detector.
The F-statistic is a frequency-domain estimator maximizing the likelihood of detecting a signal in noise with respect to the four amplitudes A µ [7] 4 . It is defined as
where we write x µ = (x|h µ ), and M µν denotes the inverse matrix of M µν = (h µ |h ν ). The scalar product (·|·) featuring in the definitions of x µ and M µν is defined as a sum over single-detector scalar products,
where X indexes the detector, S X (f ) is the one-sided noise spectral density of detector X, the tilde denotes a Fourier transform, and returns the real part of a complex number [61] .
The expectation value of the F-statistic is
where
stands for the optimal SNR given a signal in Gaussian noise. The random variable 2F is distributed according to a non-central chi-squared probability density function with four degrees of freedom, p(2F) = χ 2 (2F; 4, ρ 2 0 ), whose non-centrality parameter ρ 2 0 is related to the amplitudes by
with A = (a|a), B = (b|b), and C = (a|b). When there is no signal, the probability density function centralizes to give p(2F) = χ 2 (2F; 4, 0). It can be shown that ρ 0 equals the SNR, with
where the constant K depends on the right ascension, declination, polarization and inclination angles of the source. Averaging without bias over these angles yields K = 4/25 for a perpendicular rotor and an interferometer with perpendicular arms [7] . 
B. Detectability versus h0
We begin by illustrating the performance of the Viterbi algorithm with some representative examples. Seven sets of synthetic data are created for T obs = 370 d at two detectors (H1 and L1) with 1 ≤ h 0 /(10 −26 ) ≤ 20 superposed on noise at a level typical of Advanced LIGO's design sensitivity, viz. S n (2f ) 1/2 = 4 × 10 −24 Hz −1/2 , near the instrument's most sensitive frequency [54, 62] . Sky position and source orientation are specified in Table I. The synthetic SFTs are generated using Makefakedata version 4 from the LIGO data analysis software suite LALApps 5 . For each test, we take T drift = 10 d, divide one year of data into N T +1 = 37 segments, and create a 1-Hz band of F-statistic output containing the injected f (t) for each segment. We take Π qi = N −1 Q = ∆f drift as the prior and ln L o(t),qi = F from the F-statistic output for each 10-day segment. We also use the transition probability matrix given by equation (7) . For each data set, we calculate the root-mean-square deviation ε (in Hz) between the optimal Viterbi path and the injected f (t). Tracking is deemed successful, if ε is smaller than one F-statistic frequency bin (width ∆f drift ). A systematic Monte-Carlo calculation of the threshold for detection lies outside the scope of this paper.
The outcomes of the tests above are presented in Table II and Figure 1 . In Figures 1(a)-1(f) , we see examples where the injected f (t) agrees closely with the optimal path reconstructed by the Viterbi algorithm. For h 0 /10 −26 = 20, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, the maximum root-meansquare error is 0.47∆f drift . It arises mostly because the HMM takes one frequency bin as the smallest step, while the injected f (t) jumps to any value within ±1 bin. For h 0 = 1 × 10 −26 , the optimal Viterbi path is not a good match; the maximum error is ε = 2 × 10 5 ∆f drift . Indeed the closest match to the injected signal is the 700-th Viterbi path [see Figure 1 (g)], and even then the match is worse than that for all the tests with h 0 ≥ 2 × 10
The rapid loss of detectability experienced at h 0 ≈ 1 × 10 −26 in Table II Table I , T obs = 370 d, T drift = 10 d, and wave strain h0. The root-meansquare error ε between the optimal Viterbi track and injected f (t) is quoted in Hz and in units of ∆f drift , the F-statistic frequency bin width.
displays the formal root-mean-square error computed numerically as a function of N T for fixed ρ Figure 2(b) ]. The error is approximated as a linear combination of two terms, one arising from the probability of an outlier (see Sections III C and III D), and the other set by the Cramér-Rao (CR) lower bound [63] . For large SNR, the error variance of the estimator approaches the CR bound, i.e. the nearly horizontal, rightmost segments of the blue and green curves. As the SNR decreases, the error variance departs from the CR bound more and more and eventually becomes unbounded. For example, looking at the red curve in Figure 2 Hz as a rough approximation. This behaviour is typical at low SNR near the detection boundary [63] . The probability that the optimal Viterbi path coincides with the injection in Figure 1(g) is approximately 35%, if the test is repeated for a large number of realizations of the noise. We quantify the probability that the optimal Viterbi path matches the injection in Section III D. Notice that, as always, extending T obs or increasing T drift (if the wandering is slow enough) improves the tracking.
C. Distribution of path probabilities
The logarithm of equation (4) expresses ln P (Q|O) as a sum of log likelihoods, each of which is chi-squareddistributed with four degrees of freedom, if G(f ) is the F-statistic. As the chi-squared distribution is additive, we can easily calculate the probability density function
as a function of step number k, with 0 ≤ k ≤ N T , along any Viterbi path. If the Viterbi path coincides exactly with the true path, we obtain the probability density function
If the Viterbi path does not intersect the true path anywhere, we obtain
If the Viterbi path intersects the true path at some steps but not others, p(z) Table  II . The graph demonstrates clearly how it is progressively easier to detect a signal, as more Viterbi steps are taken. After k = 1 steps, χ 2 (z; 4k, kρ 2 0 ) and χ 2 (z; 4k, 0) are hard to distinguish, with the difference confined to the tail. After k = 10 steps, χ 2 (z; 4k, kρ 2 0 ) and χ 2 (z; 4k, 0) are well separated everywhere, including at the peak.
D. Probability of no outlier
In order for the optimal Viterbi path to be a reliable detection agent, we desire a high probability 1 − P outlier that the frequency bin containing the signal returns a higher value of G(f ) than all the other N Q − 1 frequency bins, which do not contain a signal, i.e. there are no outliers. Mathematically this translates to the condition δ qi (t N T ) < δ qs (t N T ) for all i = s and for all possible values of the measurement δ qs (t N T ) in the state q s that contains the signal. From Section III C and the Optimality Principle we obtain
where P (z; α, β) = z 0 dz χ 2 (z ; α, β) is the chi-squared cumulative distribution function. Figure 4 shows the probability of no outlier computed numerically as a function of N T for fixed ρ Table II .
IV. BINARY NEUTRON STAR A. Matched filter: Bessel-weighted F-statistic
When a biaxial rotor orbits a binary companion, the gravitational wave strain is frequency modulated due to the orbital Doppler effect. The signal at the detector is given by
where F + and F × are the beam-pattern functions defined in Equations (10) and (11) in Ref. [7] . For a Keplerian orbit, one has
where a 0 is the projected semimajor axis, and P is the orbital period. Expanding equation (35) by the JacobiAnger identity [64] , we obtain
where J n (z) is a Bessel function of order n of the first kind. The coefficients J n (z) in equation (36) decay rapidly for |n| > z (z = 2πf a 0 1), and the gravitational wave power is distributed into approximately M = 2ceil(2πf a 0 ) + 1 orbital sidebands separated by 1/P , where ceil(x) denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. Equation (36) suggests that, over time intervals that are short compared to T drift , the optimal matched filter takes the form of a convolution
where B(f ) is the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of the sum in equation (36) heterodyned at f , viz.
Let us now estimate approximately how the SNR depends on ρ 0 , f , and a 0 . For the purpose of the following calculation we write F(f ) ≈ ρ This implies in particular var(W ) = 8, where var denotes the variance. The SNR yielded by G(f ) evaluated at the source frequency f = f is given by
For large M , W ⊗ B is approximately Gaussian, with variance
and we also have 
Note, this inequality requires f > 40 Hz, which is adequate for our purpose. In previous frequency domain searches for binaries, e.g. Sco X-1 [55] , the matched filter (37) and (38) is replaced by an unweighted comb of orbital sidebands of the form
called the C-statistic. By an argument similar to the one in the previous paragraph, we have
and hence
Equations (43) and (47) demonstrate that the Besselweighted matched filter can recover approximately √ 2 times the SNR of the C-statistic. Unlike for an isolated source, where the SNR depends only on ρ 0 , the SNR for a binary source is also inversely proportional to √ f (i.e. SNR ∝ h 0 / √ f ), adversely affecting performance at higher frequencies. Figure 5 shows an example comparing the performance of the orbital sideband filters in equation (44) (left panels; unweighted) and (38) (right panels; Bessel weighted) on a 10-day data segment with an injected signal at f (t) = 731.0068 Hz from a binary source. The Besselweighted filter takes P = 68023.7 s and a sin ι = 1.44, i.e. values characteristic of Sco X-1 (see Sections IV B and V). Panels (a) and (b) (top and bottom) show 1-Hz and 0.015-Hz frequency bands containing the signal respectively. The injected frequency is marked by a red, vertical dashed line. Not only does the Bessel-weighted filter recover more signal power, but also the structure of its peak suits Viterbi tracking better. When we zoom into the peak [ Figure 5 (b); 731.0-731.015 Hz], the C-statistic output is relatively flat over a band of width ≈ 2M ∆f drift , presenting the Viterbi tracker with multiple options, each with relatively low SNR. By contrast the Bessel-weighted filter marshals more of the power into a single, distinct peak, which is easier for the Viterbi algorithm to track.
B. Detectability versus h0
We begin by illustrating the performance of the Viterbi tracker for binary sources with some representative examples. We inject signals into Gaussian noise and generate synthetic SFTs for T obs = 370 d at two interferometers using Makefakedata version 4 as described in Section III. We keep the same source parameters as in Section III B and introduce the orbital parameters listed in Table III , copied from Sco X-1 for definiteness. The analysis for each realisation proceeds in three steps. (1) We calculate the F-statistic in a 1-Hz band containing the injection for each segment (T drift = 10 d) of data and output 37 segments for a year. (2) We create a Bessel-weighted filter [equation (38) ] with P = 68023.7 s and a sin ι = 1.44 s, process each 10-day F-statistic segment, and generate 37 G(f ) outputs. (3) We apply the Viterbi tracker to the G(f ) output and find the optimal Viterbi path like in Section III B.
In realistic applications, a 0 is often known approximately but not exactly from electromagnetic observations (typical uncertainty ≈ ±10%) [54, 65] . Hence in general we track a 0 as well as f (t), as described in Sections II B and II C. However, for the tests in this section, our initial guess for a 0 matches exactly the injected value in Table III , so we only track f (t). (In Section V, a 0 is tracked too.)
The Bessel-weighted filter in equation (38) depends on 2πf a 0 , complicating step (2) in the paragraphs above. Strictly speaking, the filter takes a slightly different form in each F-statistic frequency bin within each 1-Hz band, which would be prohibitive computationally to implement. Instead, we execute step (2) using a filter with Bessel weightings J n (2πf a 0 ), where f is the central frequency in each 1-Hz band. The fractional error thereby introduced across the 1-Hz band is minimal ( 1%) compared to the fractional uncertainty in a 0 from electromagnetic observations. A similar approach was adopted in previous C-statistic searches [54] [55] [56] . The fractional uncertainty in P from electromagnetic observations is typically a few parts in 10 7 and can be neglected. The test outcomes are presented in Table IV and Figure 6. Figures 6(a)-6(d) show the tracking results for h 0 /10 −26 = 20, 10, 8, 6. Tracking is deemed successful, if the root-mean-square discrepancy ε between the optimal Viterbi path and injected f (t) is less than one G(f ) frequency bin (width ∆f drift ) or the width of the orbital sideband pattern (M/P ), whichever is larger. In Figure 6 (a)-6(c), the injected f (t) agrees well with the optimal Viterbi path. For h 0 /10 −26 = 20, 10, 8, the maximum root-mean-square error is 0.814 ∆f drift . For h 0 = 6 × 10 −26 , the optimal Viterbi path is a poor match with ε = 7 × 10 5 ∆f drift . The closest match to the injected signal is the seventh Viterbi path with ε = 7.677×10 −7 Hz = 1.327∆f drift [see Figure 6 (d)]. In other words, the sensitivity drops four-fold from h 0 ≈ 2×10 −26 for an isolated source to h 0 ≈ 8 × 10 −26 for a binary source.
We quantify the error in tracking f as a function of the error in the assumed value of a 0 , by injecting a strong signal with h 0 / S n (2f ) = 10 7 Hz 1/2 into a 10-day segment, and tracking f as well as a 0 over 250 bins spanning ±25% of the injected value a . Caused by the ±25% uncertainty in a 0 , the maximum absolute offset of f recovered by the tracker from f true is ε f ≈ 0.004 Hz (0.135 M/P ). In reality the ±10% uncertainty in a 0 leads to an uncertainty in f , given by ε f ≈ 0.001 Hz (0.003 M/P ).
V. SCO X-1 MOCK DATA CHALLENGE: A "REALISTIC" EXAMPLE
In this section, we combine the Viterbi tracker and Bessel-weighted matched filter validated in Section IV to search for the 50 Sco-X-1-type signals (50-1500 Hz) generated for the Sco X-1 Mock Data Challenge (Version 6) [54] . The aims of the exercise are three-fold: (i) to test the performance of the Viterbi tracker under "realistic" conditions on a data set generated by an independent party; (ii) to compare the performance of the Viterbi tracker against the CrossCorr [9, 10, 66] , TwoSpect [21] , Radiometer [67] [68] [69] , Sideband [55, 70] and Polynomial [71] pipelines which competed in the Mock Data Challenge; and (iii) to prepare the Viterbi tracker for Advanced LIGO observations.
The parameters of the 50 injected signals in the Mock Data Challenge are listed in Table III in Ref. [54] . The 50 signals were originally "closed", i.e. their parameters were kept secret, in order to compare blindly the competing pipelines from the perspectives of sensitivity, parameter estimation and efficiency. Four pipelines (TwoSpect, Radiometer, Sideband and Polynomial) competed under closed conditions in Ref. [54] . CrossCorr analysed the data in self-blinded mode, after the injection parameters were revealed. We note that f (t) does not wander for any of the injected signals, a situation which the Viterbi tracker with the tridiagonal transition matrix in Equa- Tables I and III , T obs = 370 d, T drift = 10 d, and wave strain h0. The root-mean-square error ε between the optimal Viterbi track and injected f (t) is quoted in Hz, in units of ∆f drift , the F-statistic frequency bin width, and in units of M/P , the half-width of the orbital sideband pattern. tion (7) handles easily and without bias. To mimic a real search, we claim a detection if the log likelihood of the optimal Viterbi path, ln P [Q * (O)|O], exceeds its mean value plus seven standard deviations. The choice of seven standard deviations in this paper is arbitrary but it is broadly consistent with the thresholds chosen in the previous Sideband searches for Sco X-1 in LIGO S5 data [72] and in Stage I of the MDC [54] , yielding approximately the same detection rate using a 10-day segment. A more systematic Monte-Carlo calculation of the threshold and false alarm rate lies outside the scope of this paper.
We conduct the search in three stages. Firstly, we pick the same 10-day segment of MDC data analysed in Ref. [54] by the Sideband pipeline, starting at GPS time 1245000000. We find that 12 out of 50 signals are detected, matching the performance of the C-statistic. Secondly, for the 38 signals that are not detected in 10 days, we analyse a one-year stretch of data starting at GPS 1230338490. We find that 23 extra signals are detected, leaving 15 out of 50 undetected. The first two stages are performed with data from two interferometers due to computational limitations. In the third stage, we reanalyse the 15 remaining signals using three interferometers. Gratifyingly, we find that we detect six extra signals. Stages two and three are performed for T obs = 1 yr, i.e. on the same footing as the four non-Sideband algorithms competing in Ref. [54] . We present the results from the three stages in detail in Section V A, V B and V C below and tabulate them in Table VI .
We find that the error in the estimates of f (0) and a 0 , denoted by ε f (0) and ε a0 respectively, satisfy ε f (0) < 7.4 × 10 3 ∆f drift (i.e. 4.26 × 10 −3 Hz) and ε a0 < 0.4a 0 in all cases where there is a successful detection. , characteristic of Scorpius X-1.
A. T obs = 10 d, two interferometers
In the first stage, we pick the same 10-day segment of MDC data analysed in Ref. [54] by the sideband pipeline from two interferometers (H1 and L1), starting at GPS time 1245000000. We search a 1-Hz frequency band containing the signal for each injection, setting P = 68023.7 s and tracking a 0.72-s band of a 0 centred on the electromagnetic observation value 1.44 s. A uniform prior is set for both f and a 0 . The first stage successfully detects injections 1, 3, 15, 20, 32, 35, 59, 62, 65, 66, 75 and 84. We detect 12 signals rather than the 16 found by the Sideband pipeline in Ref. [54] , which used data from three interferometers. As a cross-check, we perform a supplementary search for the four missing signals with three interferometers and T obs = 10 d and detect them all.
B. T obs = 1 yr, two interferometers
For the 38 out of 50 signals that are not detected in a single 10-day segment, we do Viterbi tracking for T obs = 1 yr using data from two interferometers (H1 and L1 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we describe an HMM method for tracking a continuous gravitational wave signal with wandering spin frequency, emitted by either an isolated neutron star or a neutron star in a binary orbit. The HMM assumes a simple, nearest-neighbour-bin transition matrix combined with emission probabilities given by standard maximum likelihood matched filters: F-statistic for an isolated target, and its Bessel-weighted version for a binary. The HMM is solved recursively for the optimal frequency history f (t) using the Viterbi algorithm. It is shown that, for Gaussian noise at a level characteristic of Advanced LIGO and with total observation time T obs = 1 yr, the algorithm successfully tracks signals with h 0 2 × 10 The blue circles, green stars and red triangles mark injections detected in stages one (T obs = 10 d, two interferometers), two (T obs = 1 yr, two interferometers) and three (T obs = 1 yr, three interferometers) respectively. The yellow squares mark the injections not detected in any of the three stages. Injection parameters are provided in Table VI. ∼ 10 −3 Hz to ∼ 10 −7 Hz in the first and second stages (T obs = 10 d and 1 yr, two interferometers) and from ∼ 10 −5 Hz to ∼ 10 −7 Hz in the third stage (T obs = 1 yr, three interferometers). In comparison, the frequency estimation errors achieved by the CrossCorr, TwoSpect, Radiometer, Sideband and Polynomial algorithms are of order 10 −5 Hz, 10 −4 Hz, 10 −1 Hz, 10 −2 Hz and 10 −2 Hz respectively. The a 0 estimation error achieved by the Viterbi algorithm spans the range 10 −6 ≤ ε a0 /(1 s) ≤ 0.6. In comparison, only CrossCorr and TwoSpect estimate a 0 in the tests contained in Ref. [54] , achieving ε a0 ∼ 10 −4 s and 10 −2 s respectively. One advantage of the Viterbi tracker with respect to its competitors in the Mock Data Challenge is computational speed. For a 1-Hz band and T obs = 1 yr, it takes ∼ 1 CPU-hr to create F-statistic data for N T = 36 10-d segments. It then takes ∼ 0.3 CPU-hr to process the F-statistic data with the Viterbi tracker. Tracking both f and a 0 takes slightly longer than tracking f only, depending on the number of a 0 bins. In contrast, the CrossCorr and TwoSpect algorithms, which detected 50 and 34 out of 50 synthetic signals respectively, require ∼ 10 6 CPU-hr to complete a typical broadband (0.5-kHz) search [54] . The computational savings offered by the Viterbi tracker can be re-invested to extend the astrophysical goals of the search, e.g. by searching a larger parameter space for Scorpius X-1 or targeting other low mass X-ray binaries [73] .
Stage I of the Mock Data Challenge did not involve spin wandering. Nonetheless Viterbi tracking works exactly the same way, whether f (t) wanders or not. The algorithm is blind to the exact form of the transition matrix, so there is every reason to expect that the minimum h 0 detectable in Sections III B and IV B should carry over to realistic observations, with a possible caveat concerning nongaussian noise. At this stage, only Viterbi tracking has been tested systematically on spin wandering signals, successfully tracking sources with h 0 8 × 10
−26
and ε f (t) < 5 × 10 −7 Hz for noise levels representative of Advanced LIGO [S n (2f ) 1/2 = 4 × 10 −24 Hz −1/2 ]. CrossCorr and TwoSpect [74] are also expected to track spin wandering sources well, but systematic testing is still underway. 
